SIDE EVENT

Early Parenting and Early Childhood Care and Education to address the inter-generational dimension of Poverty: The CEPPs Global Initiative

February 8, 2017 / 3:00-4:30 pm
Conference Room E, UN Headquarters New York

Speakers

Rima Salah, Child Study Center, Yale University
Sandra Bardsley, President of APPPAH
Sara Watson, Global Director, ReadyNation International
Valerie Unite, CEPPs Executive Director

Moderator: Renata Kaczmarska,
UN Focal Point on the Family, DSPD/DESA
Contact: Valerie Unite, valerie@ceppinciples.org

The CEPPs vision is a world by 2030 where no child is left behind, in which mothers, families and caregivers receive the support they need to make this a reality.

Follow us on @CEPPPrinciples & join the conversation with #CEPPs4EarlyParenting